Laser-Activated Bioprobes with High Photothermal Conversion Efficiency for Sensitive Photoacoustic/Ultrasound Imaging and Photothermal Sensing.
Laser-activated bioprobes with high photothermal conversion efficiency (IRPDA@PFH NDs) based on biocompatible IR-780 doped polydopamine perfluorocarbon nanodroplets (NDs) were developed. When protected by gelatin microspheres, their near-spherical morphologies can be easily observed with transmission electron microscope. Doping IR-780 (3 w/w % of added dopamine hydrochloride) can significantly enhance near-infrared (NIR) absorption and photothermal conversion efficiency to 57.7%. The enhanced NIR absorption and nonradiative relaxation are preferred to stronger photoacoustic (PA) signals and higher PA imaging definition; ultrasound (US) signals also increase more than 2.5 times because of easier phase change of NDs. These bioprobes had sensitive PA/US imaging capability with highly effective substitute utilizations, in which polydopamine was used either as a PA contrast or a photothermal agent. Perfluorocarbon can be used as an US contrast agent and temperature indicator. More importantly, the gray value increments of US increase with temperature in a general range from 35 to 55 °C. Especially, an approximate linear increasing of gray value in the optimized photothermal therapy (PTT) range from 35 °C to 50 °C could be used for the temperature monitoring and control of PTT. During PTT, the heated regions and the extent of photothermal heating can be visualized by US imaging. These findings indicate their great potential for biosensing and PTT monitoring.